Equilibrium adiabatic heat-capacity measurements have been made on zone refined samples of CeB 6 and PrB 6 . Companion measurements made on LaB 6 , NdB 6 , and GdB 6 have been reported elsewhere. These show cooperative lambda-type anomalies associated with antiferro-magnetic ordering. Except for lanthanum hexaboride, Schottky internal crystal field levels result in significant contributions to the thermodynamic functions. The gross thermodynamic properties at 298.15 K heat capacity (C p /R), entropy increment (D 0 0 , / m T S R), and Gibbs energy function are correlated with the nature of the lanthanide. For LaB 6 , CeB 6 , PrB 6 , NdB 6 , and GdB 6 the three properties are, respectively: {11. 654, 12.014, 11.997, 11.916, 11.695} C p /R; {10. 001, 11.803, 12.430, 12.558, 13.982} S 0 /R, and finally {4. 379, 5.912, 6.232, 6.451, 7.905} F m 0 /R.
Introduction
The experimental subambient temperature heat capacity data of three lanthanide hexaborides (those of La, Nd, and Gd) have been recently presented in paper 1 [1] . Two additional heavy fermion hexaborides of particular interest are those of cerium and praseodymium, both with f-electrons. With the thermophysical values of the additional two compounds we have a better prospect of making a good evaluation of their analysis into internal and lattice degrees of freedom.
Experimental

Sample provenance
The availability of high-quality, zone-melted rods and/or composition-adjustmentsamples has occasioned study of the heat capacity and related thermophysical proper-ties. The purification and characterization of both samples were subjected to the overall composition adjustment described earlier [2] , but neither were zone melted into rods. Both samples would be expected to be about as spectroscopically pure as the GdB 6 despite the large variety of physical ground states (review in reference [3] ) simple band metals (LaB 6 ), local moment magnets (GdB 6 ), or dense kondo systems (CeB 6 ), (NdB 6 ), and (PrB 6 ).
Cryostat, calorimeter and temperature scale
These details are expounded in paper 1 [1] . Temperatures are given in terms of IPTS-48 and accord with the thermodynamic temperature scale to within 0.03 K from 10 to 90 K and within 0.04 K from 90 to 350 K. The temperature increments are determined with higher precision and are probably correct to a few tenths of mK after correction for quasi-adiabatic drift. All measurements of mass, resistance, potential, temperature, and time are referred to calibrations and standardizations made at the National Bureau of Standards, (presently NIST).
Generation of thermodynamic functions
The evaluation of the thermophysical data were made with the internationally used fitting and averaging functions [4] . The heat capacity data for CeB 6 were extrapolated to 0 K using the data of Bredl [5] from 0.04 to 1 K resulting in a Fermi-g of 260 mJ mol -1 K -2 and further electron and magnon contributions to the heat capacity. These data were smoothly joined to the transitional heat capacity measurements of Sullow et al. [6] from 0.7 to 4.5 K, done under a hydrostatic pressure of one atmosphere. This combined curve then was smoothly joined to the data of this report at 5 K.
The heat capacity values for PrB 6 were extrapolated to 0 K using the heat capacity data of McCarthy et al. [7] between 1.7 and 15 K. These data lead a Fermi-g of about 280 mJ mol
. Their data below 5 K were joined to the present curve at 5 K. The recent revaluation and assessment of the lanthanide chalcogenides has indicated that uncertainties in chemical or in phase composition (or both) of the sample are often more serious than heat capacity measurement inaccuracy on related substances [8] .
Results and discussion
The heat capacities of both hexaborides were measured from 5 to 350 K and are shown in Figs 1 and 2 with the low temperature regions depicted on an expanded scale. The experimental heat capacity values are given in Table 1 in chronological sequence so that the approximate temperature increments employed in the measurments may be inferred from the difference in the mean temperatures of adjacent results. These values have been adjusted for curvature and are based upon molar masses of 204.98 and 205.76 g mol -1 for cerium and praseodymium hexaboride, respectively.
The smoothed thermodynamic properties of both hexaborides, derived from the experimental results, are summarized at selected temperatures in Table 2 . The Table 1 Experimental heat capacities of cerium hexaboride and praseodymium hexaboride (R=8.3145 J K -1 mol -1 ) Table 1 Continued Table 1 Continued Table 2 Continued smoothed heat capacities and derived properties are characterized by a probable error less than 0.1% above 40 K. Nuclear spin and isotope mixing contributions have not been included in the entropies and Gibbs energies. 6 . The inset represents low temperature results of reference [7] used to generate the entropy and enthalpy increments below 5 K Much work has been done on the electronic structure of these materials [9-12] but it is not yet possible to apply the details of these calculations to resolve specific contributions to the heat capacity results.
The greatest desideratum for making further progress on the thermophysics are electrical conductivity values on these and related hexaborides over large temperature ranges. * * *
